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ZERO TURNING RADIUS VEHICLE USING MODIFIED DIFFERENTIAL 

Abstract: 

Zero turning radius vehicle using wireless steering and modified differential 

gear system The present invention proposes a new method for getting zero 

turning in automobile by  modifying steering system and differential gear 

system. Most of the vehicles are currently steered by turning the front 

wheels in the desired direction, with the rear wheels following it. Now with 

the help of present invention it will cover a fixed area for rotating the vehicle 

up to 180º. Vehicle having this mechanism will be capable of spinning 

around their central axis. Zero turning radius found its application in few 

vehicles like lawn mowers. A zero-turn riding lawn mower have four wheels, 

two small swiveling front tires and two large drive tires in the back. Various 

lawn mowers manufacturer such as bush hog come with a small, pivoting 

fifth wheel mounted in the center behind the driver. Instead of controlling  

the swiveling tires to steer the machine, the large drive tires rotate 

independently of each other based on the driver's input. They may rotate in 

opposite directions. The mower can pivot around a point midway between 

the drive wheels (the classic z-turn), or it can pivot around either one of the 

drive wheels if one is stationary. Steering controls differ on z-turn mowers. 

Instead of a steering wheel, most z-turns have two throttles that control the  
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rotational speed and direction of each drive wheel. The throttles are typically 

moved by a seated driver who operates levers mounted waist to shoulder 

high. Conceptual vehicle has been designed to get zero turning radius, one 

of the example is Tata Pixel which is designed by Tata, a leading Indian car 

manufacturer. The Tata Pixel is able to maneuver as well as park in tight 

spaces due to the zero turn toroidal traction-drive, infinitely variable 

transmission and due to its steering system design. This results in a turning 

circle radius of 2.6 meters. The steering and the transmission work together  

so that each wheel is driven independently with inputs from the steering 

system. By applying reverse drive on a single rear wheel and forward drive 

on a single front wheel, the car is able to turn almost in its own length. 
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